Dear Alumni, Parents, Families, and Friends:

The University of Chicago Alumni Association invites you to join us on a whirlwind seven-night journey to Sorrento and the Amalfi Coast. For the vacationer in search of luxury, the non-refundable AHI Travels service fee and additional air/land charges based on reservations apply. All prices quoted are in USD, per person, based on double occupancy and do not include air transportation or hotel accommodations. Single accommodations are available at an additional 60%. Limited availability.

Let us arrange your flight!

May 17-24, 2017

- AHI FlexAir [Our experts are ready to assist in booking flights. Our personalized air offers the following advantages:]

  ■ AHI FlexAir permits you to change your reservations without penalty up to 60 days before departure on most flights.
  ■ A HI FlexAir offers discounted prices for business-class upgrades.
  ■ AHI FlexAir ensures assistance at the event of schedule changes or delays.
  ■ Flight insurance worth up to $250,000, subject to policy terms.

- AHI FlexAir-travel stresses-free with AHI FlexAir.

The airlines and other transportation companies concerned are not to be held responsible for any act, neglect or default of any airline or other person or company, or of any vessel or vessel; nor for any act, neglect or default of any public or private authority, company or individual person, operating under power, express or implied, granted by law or otherwise; nor for any act of God, or war, civil rebellion, insurrection, riot, embargo, labor troubles, strikes, lockouts, or Acts of God, including, but not limited to; hurricanes and other conditions set out herein, including but not limited to the cancellation terms.

Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and conditions set out herein, including but not limited to the cancellation terms.

Please note:

- Full price: $2,795 [Signature as it appears on credit card]
- Special savings: $3,045 - $250
- Early bird special: $3,005 - $250

- Enclosed is a deposit of ______ ($600 pp required) to reserve ______ place(s).
- Make checks payable to AHI Travel.
- Reservations to be paid in full by 120 days prior to departure. Reservations received after this date must be accompanied by payment in full. Final payment due ______.
- If the entire program is cancelled for any reason, participants shall have no claim other than for a full refund of the amount paid, less the initial deposit.

AHI Travel reserves the right to cancel a trip for any reason, subject only to the cancellation terms.

AHI Travel, the University of Chicago, and the University of Chicago Alumni Association do not own or operate any entity which provides goods or services for this program, and act as agents for such persons or entities. All such persons or entities are independent contractors. As a result, AHI Travel and the Sponsoring Association do not own or operate any entity which provides goods or services for this program, and act as agents for such persons or entities.

Reservations are subject to availability and prices quoted are subject to change without notice. Full cancellation of all services paid for will result in 100% forfeiture of the entire cost of the trip. TRIP CANCELLATION INSURANCE IS strongly recommended. Flexibility is subject to policy terms.

Final payment due ______. After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be charged the higher, all year round rate.

If the entire program is cancelled for any reason, participants shall have no claim other than for a full refund of the amount paid, less the initial deposit.

The University of Chicago Alumni Association does not offer refunds for trips that are cancelled and do not begin before the original departure date. Refunds will be available for trips that are cancelled and do not begin after the original departure date.

No credit may be given for unused land or air portions of the program. Final payment is due 120 days prior to departure. Reservations received after this date must be accompanied by payment in full.

The University of Chicago Alumni Association is not responsible for any delays, delayed departure or arrival, missed carrier connections, loss, death, damage or injury. The right is retained to decline to accept or to retain any person who, in the opinion of AHI Travel, is not fit to travel. Reservations are subject to availability and prices quoted are subject to change without notice.

AHI Travel, the University of Chicago, and the University of Chicago Alumni Association do not own or operate any entity which provides goods or services for this program, and act as agents for such persons or entities. All such persons or entities are independent contractors. As a result, AHI Travel and the Sponsoring Association do not own or operate any entity which provides goods or services for this program, and act as agents for such persons or entities.

AHI Travel’s mission is to deliver an authentic experience at a realistic cost. As the hallmark of our Alumni Campus Abroad® programs, we’ll give a deeper appreciation of the history and culture of your destination, as well as unique opportunities for exploring independently. Enjoy the benefits of traveling with a group and the thrill of making your own discoveries.

The popular Alumni Travel program offers discounts and pricing.

- disked prices for business-class upgrades.
- assistance at the event of schedule changes or delays.
- flight insurance worth up to $250,000, subject to policy terms.

The University of Chicago Alumni Association is not responsible for any delays, delayed departure or arrival, missed carrier connections, loss, death, damage or injury. The right is retained to decline to accept or to retain any person who, in the opinion of AHI Travel, is not fit to travel. Reservations are subject to availability and prices quoted are subject to change without notice.

- Full price: $2,795
- Special savings: $3,045 - $250

Please call or visit our website for the most current discount and pricing information.

Visit the UChicago Alumni Travel program online at www.alumni.uchicago.edu/travel, or contact us at 773.702.2317 or alumni-travel@uchicago.edu.

[Signature as it appears on credit card]
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Dear Alumni, Parents, Families, and Friends:

We invite you to join us as we traveling across Italy to explore the ancient city of Naples, the Roman ruins of Pompeii and Herculaneum, and the charming Amalfi Coast. This journey will be a unique opportunity to experience the history, culture, and beauty of Italy in a way that is both enlightening and enjoyable.

The University of Chicago Alumni Travel program will be accompanied by a University of Chicago trip scholar with unique expertise in the region, and will focus on the themes of Renaissance and Classical antiquity. You will be accompanied by a team of travel experts who will ensure that every detail of your journey is taken care of. The trip will be based on the following:

- round-trip flights from Chicago, IL to Rome and back
- hotel accommodations in Naples, Sorrento, and Positano
- all meals included (breakfast, lunch, and dinner)
- guided tours of Pompeii and Herculaneum
- visits to the National Archaeological Museum of Naples
- a private boat trip to the Isle of Capri
- a visit to the U.S. Consulate in Naples
- a visit to the Neapolitan pizza museum
- a walking tour of Positano
- a visit to the Art Nouveau jewelry museum

The trip will take place from May 17-25, 2017, and will cost $3,045 per person, based on double occupancy. Additional options include:

- Single Accommodations: $325 per person
- Land Program: $2,795 per person

Please contact AHI Travel at (800) 289-8113 or via email at info@ahitravel.com to reserve your trip. You can also visit the UChicago Alumni Travel program online at www.alumni.uchicago.edu/travel or call us at 773.702.2137 or alumni@uchicago.edu for more information.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Dana Cain, REHS
Executive Director
Alumni Association

Visit the UChicago Alumni Travel program online at www.alumni.uchicago.edu/travel, or contact us at 773.702.2137 or alumni@uchicago.edu.
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A World Apart

The story of travel moves more than a ticket and a passport. It should touch upon discovery, education, and humanity, the heartfelt elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story can expect unexpected surprises along the way. Dramatic, craggy mountains tower over the shoreline along the deep-blue Tyrrhenian Sea, the sunsets also offer a breathtaking view of the colorful island ellipses in the hillside and the verdant countryside. Here, in Southern Italy, you’ll experience a grand escape away from your everyday life.

Juliet’s balcony is as beautiful as it is historic. Take an exploring tour of this incredible, preserved ancient city, founded in 1000 B.C. by Greek colonists. Enjoy a guided visit to the Forum, baths, and houses, then unearth the tragic impact of the eruption of Mount Vesuvius. Learn about the lives and lifestyles of Roman citizens and experience the feel of ancient Italy on a personal level.

On the ground, three layers of top-quality professionals offer their expertise. From suggesting the best café or pub to sharing an insider’s perspective. From recommending the best local restaurants to presenting history and current events. The breadth and depth of this specialist, your one point of contact who will help you present your story, is unparalleled.

Once you arrive:

- Receive extensive destination information and travel tips compiled by our travel-savvy team to enhance your visit.
- Gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home.

Local Flavor: Travel by Trish and Paul for their local expertise and knowledge of the area. Enjoy a local guide who will show you around than the rest.

For dinner in Sorrento, enjoy a spectacular experience of local cuisine. Our depot of top-quality professionals will offer you an unforgettable experience. Enjoy an extensive meal program, plus wine with dinner.
A World Apart

Experience the incomparable southern Italy with AmaWaterways, a journey that celebrates the unique character and culture of this region. From the bustling cities of Naples, Amalfi, and Sorrento to the serene countryside of Campania, this expedition will immerse you in the history, art, and traditions that define Italy.

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should weave together discovery, education, and humanity, the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story begins with expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home.

Through their insights and experiences, we help to ensure you enjoy an unforgettable travel experience. Warm and genuine, they’re ideal for introducing you to history and current events. The breadth of our educated and curious travelers allows you to enjoy your stay fully.

Join us as we explore the unique character and culture of southern Italy. From the incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized experiences it offers. The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport.

With these specialists at your side, become intimately engaged into the cliff sides above the pastel-colored towns set along the coastline road. Visit the romantic, seemingly endless coastline road. Visit the romantic, seemingly endless coastal towns like Sorrento, Positano, and Cassino, adorned with sandy coves below.

Local Flavor and Educational Focus:

- **Excursion:** Pompeii. 
  - Admire the town’s strikingly beautiful cathedral, the San Francesco di Paola, Teatro di San Carlo – both a national and local treasure. 
  - Visit the historic Archeologico Nazionale, featuring a rich collection of Greek and Roman antiquities. 
  - Stroll through the upper town of Posillipo Hill in Naples, embark on a panoramic tour of the city’s historic center. Take the time to visit the Museo Correale, featuring treasures from the 18th century in Sorrento. Perhaps explore the enchanting Museo Cumiano, featuring treasures from Campania’s wonderfully flavored cuisine.

Educational Focus:

- **Excursion:** Paestum. 
  - Experience this spectacular landscape, the preserved ruins of the ancient Greek city, as it rises majestically from the water. 
  - See everything unlike anything else in the world. See everything the eruption of Mount Vesuvius. The small town of Pompeii was covered by ash. The resulting mudflows while Sorrento, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.
  - By vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.
  - By vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.
  - By vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.
  - By vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.
  - By vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.

- **Excursion:** Herculaneum. 
  - Take a history lesson like no other. See everything two cities, was covered by ash. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.

The Horror and Heroes of Mount Vesuvius:

Learn about the eruption of Mount Vesuvius. The small town of Pompeii was covered by ash. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.

- **Excursion:** Sorrento. 
  - Take a history lesson like no other. See everything two cities, was covered by ash. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.

- **Excursion:** Naples. 
  - Explore the Forum, baths and houses, and unearth a history lesson like no other. See everything two cities, was covered by ash. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.

Begins in Naples, Italy

Day 1: Naples, Italy Arrive in Naples and check into the Hotel Plaza San Martino, near the train station. 

Day 2: Naples, Italy Explore the city’s ancient history and renowned archeological sites. 

Day 3: Pompeii, Italy & Sorrento Visit Pompeii, the city buried by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in A.D. 79 on the ancient Roman road from Pompeii to Sorrento. Enjoy a 5-star luxury hotel in Sorrento.

Day 4: Sorrento, Italy Independent Exploration: Make your own way to Sorrento, that with the freshest and most savory ingredients. 

Day 5: Naples, Italy Local Flavor: Learn about the impact of the simple cuisine of the ancient Roman lifestyle and mozzarella di bufala, at a local farm. 

Day 6: Sorrento, Italy Relax and unwind in the historic hotel, Hotel Plaza Sorrento, near the waterfront. 

Day 7: Sorrento, Italy Local Flavor: Visit the coastal town of Amalfi, adorned with sandy coves below. 

Day 8: Sorrento, Italy Educational Focus: The Woodwind of Campania. Experience the incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized experiences it offers. 

Day 9: Sorrento, Italy Local Flavor: Meet the local residents to enjoy the local specialties. 

Day 10: Naples, Italy The Horror and Heroes of Mount Vesuvius. The small town of Pompeii was covered by ash. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years. The resulting mudflows while Pompeii, the larger of the two cities, was covered by vegetation and forgotten for 1,000 years.

Day 11: Naples, Italy Educational Focus: The Roman and Greek influence on southern Italy’s food, pastries, and Neapolitan pizza, prepared with the freshest ingredients. 

Day 12: Naples, Italy Educational Focus: The Way of The Cross. Experience this spectacular landscape, the preserved ruins of the ancient Greek city, as it rises majestically from the water. 

Day 13: Naples, Italy Highlights of Campania’s cities within the region of Campania beguiles you from its spectacular landscape, the preserved ruins of the ancient Greek city, as it rises majestically from the water.

Day 14: Naples, Italy The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized experiences it offers. The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport.

Day 15: Naples, Italy The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized experiences it offers. The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport.
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Dear Alumni, Parents, Families, and Friends:

It’s never too late to plan a day trip or overnight to Sorrento’s stunning views and explore the charming town of Positano. The Amalfi Coast is the perfect destination for those looking to relax and unwind in luxury, or for those seeking a closer connection to the culture and history of Italy. Visit Sorrento and the dazzling Amalfi Coast on this remarkable journey!

For more information, please call or refer to our website at www.uchicago.edu/altravel, or contact us at 773.702.2157 or alumnitravel@uchicago.edu.

Sincerely,

Diana Coles, EMS
Executive Director
Alumni Association

Visit the University of Chicago Alumni Travel program online at www.uchicago.edu/altravel, or contact us at 773.702.2157 or alumnitravel@uchicago.edu.
Dear Alumni, Parents, Families, and Friends:

This popular program fills quickly, so please be sure to make your reservation today!

Let us arrange your flight!

May 17–27, 2017

AHI FlexAir

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Price</th>
<th>Special Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3,990</td>
<td>$2,955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Special Price valid for those who book by the date found on the address panel. AHI will refund any penalties of up to 100% if reservations are changed or canceled on most flights.

Special Savings: AHI FlexAir

- FEES: All prices quoted are in USD, per person, based on double occupancy and do not include air transportation costs (unless otherwise stated). Single accommodations are an additional $695 (limited availability).

- CANCELLATION POLICY: All cancellations must be submitted in writing. All cancellations are subject to a non-refundable deposit of $500 per person. If the entire program is cancelled for any reason, participants shall have no claim other than for a full refund. By forwarding the deposit, the passenger certifies that he/she has no physical, mental or other condition that constitutes a danger to themselves or to others on the trip, subject only to the terms of this contract set out herein and in more specific pre-departure passenger information.

- BAGGAGE: On occasion, AHI Travel obtains, reserves, or agrees to change or cancel your reservations without penalty up to 60 days before departure. Any costs incurred by participants as a result of any change or cancellation made by AHI Travel shall be paid by the participant. AAI is not responsible for any inconvenience or loss sustained by participants resulting from flight changes or cancellations.

- RESPONSIBILITY: AHI Travel and the sponsoring Association are not liable for any negligence or willful act of any such person or entity or any corporation or association named as acting on its behalf.

- TRAVEL INSURANCE: AAI recommends that all participants purchase travel insurance to protect against unforeseen travel expenses occasioned thereby. Dates, Program Details and Tour costs, although given in good faith and based on tarrifs, exchange rates and other information current at the time of printing, are subject to change.

- JOURNEY: AAI is a non-profit educational organization and is supported by the voluntary contributions of alumni, friends, families, foundations, corporations and government grants. These Web sites contain general information only and should be supplemented by individual inquiries to AAI at 773.702.2157 or alumnitravel@uchicago.edu. Visit the UChicago Alumni Travel program online at www.alumni.uchicago.edu/travel, or contact us at 773.702.2157 or alumnitravel@uchicago.edu.

Damon Cates, MBA’05
Executive Director
AHI Alumni Association

Visit the AHI Alumni Travel program online at www.alumni.uchicago.edu/travel, or contact us at 773.702.2157 or alumnitravel@uchicago.edu.
LAND PROGRAM

May 16-25, 2017

Full Price Special Savings Special Price*

$3,945 $3,295 $2,795

*Special Price valid if booked by the date listed on the address panel. All are an additional $600 per person.

- AHI FlexAir
- Land Program
- AHI Travel

- Full Price: $2,795
- Special Savings: $250
- Special Price: $2,750


to reserve ______ place(s).

(1) ________________________________________________________________

City: _______________________________________________________________

Reservations received after this date must be accompanied by payment in full. Final

March 3, 2017

Expires________/________

PUBLICATION DATE: APRIL 1, 2016

Dear Alumni, Parents, Families, and Friends:

The University of Chicago Alumni Association invites you to join us in a journey that will leave you with memories that will last a lifetime.

Sorrento is a charming town on the Mediterranean coast of Italy, renowned for its beauty and rich history. The University of Chicago Alumni Association is proud to offer you this unique opportunity to explore the region and experience the culture of Italy through the lens of our esteemed scholars and experts.

Join us on this exciting journey to discover the treasures of Italy, including the ancient city of Pompeii, the picturesque town of Positano, and the enchanting coastline of the Amalfi Coast. You will be accompanied by a team of dedicated University of Chicago trip scholars who will guide you through the sights and sounds of this incredible destination.

We hope you will consider this trip as an opportunity to make lasting memories and to reconnect with fellow alumni, parents, and families. Register today to secure your place on this amazing journey.

Sincerely,

Diane Coles, NEWS
Executive Director

Alumni Association

Visit the University of Chicago Alumni Travel program online at www.alumni.uchicago.edu/travel, or contact us at 773.702.2157 or alumni-travel@uchicago.edu.

May 17-25, 2017

Reserve your trip to Sorrento today!